Homework rationale
What are the benefits of completing homework?
The Educational Endowment Foundation have researched the benefits of many different methods of
improving students’ progress. They suggest that improved self-regulated learning skills adds 7
months of education to a secondary school student, whilst homework in secondary schools can add
5 months benefit. The potential benefit of developing our student’s skills in these two areas is too
big to ignore.

Students need to be able to select appropriate study skills, with the understanding that some are
more effective than others. Many have firmly held, but incorrect beliefs that they learn in a certain
way “I don’t learn by writing…”. Instruction in study skills followed by independent practice in using
the most effective study skills will improve student performance.
Students with higher levels of self-determined motivation have better outcomes (Deans for Impact,
2016). What this means is that students who understand the benefits of learning independently will
perform better in exams and future endeavours than students who have been forced to complete a
homework. It is for this reason that we seek to engage and educate students into the benefits of
completing homework before we enforce its completion. This is the same as the modern British
values in policing – that engagement and education is often more desirable than enforcement.
What research underpins our approach to homework?
The forgetting curve (Ebbinghaus 1885)
If students do not practice remembering (retrieving)
information that they have learnt then it is very
quickly forgotten. For students to be able to retain
information almost indefinitely, they must practice
retrieving it, and the time between retrieval practice
should increase by approx. 2.5 times with each
episode of retrieval practice.

Willingham’s Model of Memory

Willingham’s Memory Model – it is necessary for information to be retrieved from long term
memory and brought into working memory otherwise it is forgotten. Repeated encoding and
retrieval develops stronger mental models or schemas.
Hattie’s (2008) work on homework in Visible Learning finds that:
o
o
o
o
o

The highest effects in secondary are associated with rote learning, practice or rehearsal
of subject matter
Overall, the more complex, open-ended and unstructured tasks are, the lower the effect
sizes.
Short, frequent homework closely monitored by teachers has more impact that their
converse forms
Teacher involvement in homework is key to its success.
The worst thing you can do is set students projects.

Dunlowsky et al
(2013) propose a
hierarchy of
independent
learning techniques
with low demand
activities such as
re-reading and
highlighting at the
bottom, and
practice testing etc
at the top.
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